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We strengthen a theorem of W. T. Trotter relating a-imperfect graphs to Suslin trees and 
derive several new results for infinite graphs with no chordless 4-cycles. We show thilt for such 
graphs G, (1) if G is X-perfect thei: G is cY-perfect, and (2) f3G is at most the fir:;t cardinal 
beyond arG. We als) indicate how Pnartin’s axiom can bt used to prove tnat it is consistent that 
all triangulated graphs of size o1 ale perfect. 
Whi e the strong perfect graph conjecture 13, p. XI] remains unproved, many 
classes of finite graphs are known to be perfect. In particular, finite triangutated 
graphs are perfect (IIajnal and erge [3, p. 3691). In this paper we 
present some results concerning whether infinite triangulated graphs 
are perfect, and study the relatior ship of this and other problems about triangu- 
lated graphs to Susli 2 trees. 
tat:on and terminology of [3]. All graphs are assumed tc be 
ges. The se! of vertices of a graph G 
is the subgraph of G induced by A. 
bors of A in 6. The compambility 
vertex ,er. is the underlying set of 
to y if x and y a re cDmperable in the partial 
tit: nota4on is standard. The first infinite cardinal is 
ntablc cardinal by q, which is identiticd wi,th 
e :Jpse K to denote an inf:nite cardinal; K+ denotes 
dinalit\ of a set X is denoted by 
] for a my set-thearetie definitions 
~~~fid~~ X.2* .A graph G is a-pe@~t if aGX = OGX for all Xr V(G). G is 
&8& if && z xG, for all &YE V(G). A graph is perfect if it is both a-perfect 
and X-I&rfect. 
The perfect graph theorem (Lov;isz [8]) states that a finite graph is a-perfect ifI 
it is X-perfect. This result easily extends to co;lntable graphs by using the 
following well knlown fact (see [9]). 
Theorem 1.3. For finite n, if all finite subgmphs of G are coZombZe in n colors (or 
couerdde in n cornp~ete subgraplzs), ticfefi so is G. 
To see that Lovtisz’s theorem fails for uncountgble graphs, let G be the 
comparability graph of the partial o&ring on tdl x til given by (a, p)s (y, 6) if 
IQI! g r and p s 8 (Perles [SO]). Then cwG = W, 8G = olz and using the fact that finite 
cornpar~bility graphs are perfect (Berge [3, p. 3641), one can show that G is 
Xaperfe zt. 
The I &ion of triangulated graph wds introduced by Hajna;? and Sur&nyi [6]: G 
is trian,p.!ated if every cycle of length four or greater has a chord. Finite 
trianguliited graphs are perfect; in fact the following theorem also yields that 
eauntab le triangulated graphs are perfect. 
Theorena 11.4. (Hajnal and Suriinyi [6], Berge [3, p. 3691). j!f G is triurrgt&rted and 
either d3 iJ finite or 8G is finite thea G is perfect. 
In Section 2 we study the relationship of cn-imperfect uncountable triangulal’ed 
graphs to Suslin trees and, in so doing, show that OG is at most (aG)’ and obtaiu 
a generalization of one direction of LovWs theorem to ad1 triangulated graphs. 
Section Ii concerns the question whe:ther a triangulated graph G necessarily has 
an indzpzndent set of cardinality a(?, and this is shown to be related to Suslin 
tnees as trell. In fact, these results ale shown to hold for graphs without chordless 
4-cycles In Section 4 we indicate how to obtain the consistency of “all triangu- 
lated graphs (G with IGl= 60~ are x-perfect” with ZFC, Xermelo-Fraenkel set 
:beory l,Yith the axiom of choice. Combined with an unpublished result of R. 
Culver, this yields the independence of this statement. 
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existence of a Suslin 
survey of results OF 
De&&ion 2.1. For an infinite cardinal K, a K-%&I tree is a partial order ing 
(T”:-)suchthatITl= K, for each t in T, {s E T: s G t} is well-ordered by s, and all 
chai (15 and antichaius have size strictly less than K. 
tree is independent of ZFC (see Jech [7] or Rud in [ 1 l] for a 
trees). 
NOW, if G is tile comparability graph or* a Sus!in tree jI;hen G is triangulated, 
atC? = oG = o and 6G = xG = ol. In fact, for any, R, if ~3 k the comparability 
graph of a K+-Suslin tree then G is triangulated, a-imperfect, and ,y-imperfect. 
Trotter [I 2,131 proved that one could derive the existence of a SusIin tree from 
the existence of an a-imperfect triangulated graph with CYG = O. WC strerlgthen 
Trotter’s result by assuming only the existence of a graph whose every 4-cycle has 
a chord, and with arG = K < 8G. 
I’heOrem 2.2. For an infinite cardinal K, the foliowin!; arc equivabt 
(a) a K+-Suslin free exists; 
(b) there exists a friangulated graph G with CYG = K < BG; 
(I:) there exists a graph G in which every 4-cycle has a chc ml’, and with 
aG=K<8G; 
(d) there exists a graph G in which if a mad h are an independent pa+ of vertices, 
then @(N(a) f7 N(b))< K, and with aG = K C BG. 
Proof. (a) implies (b) follows as indicated above by letting G bs the comparability 
graph of the tree. That (c) follows from (b) is immediate and if G satisfies (c) then 
G satisfies (d) because, for such G, N(a) fl N(b) must be coml)lete if L: and b are 
not adjacent. 
To show that (d) implies (a), let G be as in (d). For simplicity we assume that 
K = wt ; the general case is handled in a similar manner. We shall build the tree 
level-by -ievel. As we do this we shall build up a subset D of V(G) of discarded 
vertices. Thus, at any stagej !I refer; to the set of vertices previously discarded. D 
will be such that, at any stage in the construction, 04) s w. For a in V(G), let 
N’(a) denote N(a)- D, i.e., those neighbors of a not yet discarded. 
Let AO= {a,: n < A.} be a maximal independent set in G; then A s o. A0 will be 
the first level of the tree and each vertex in A0 will have either 0 or at least 2 
successors in the next level. Discard, i.e., put into D, any vertex adjacent to two 
distinct vertices in AO. Since lAoI < o, D is the union of countably many complete 
subgraphs and so 8D s O. 
N WV either there are h,,, co in N’(a,), an independent pair (in which case 
discard’ N’(b,)n N’(a,j and N’(c,)fl N’(a,) for each W m < A) or not (in which 
case discard N’(&, a complete subgraph). In general, for n < A, either there is an 
independent pair b,.. C, in PJ’(a,) (in which ca%e each pd’( b,,) f7 N’(u,, 1 and 
N’(c,JVV’(a,), for n < rr2 < .a is discarded) or not (in w! case discard th!, 
?(a, 9. 
Q&me i;n this n&nner to d@bk 4 for Q < oi; at limit st.a&es v,let A,, be a 
ms&mai, ndependeai s6t. ii ’ v( fi) - U &,~ - lj, and procetid as above. The 
gra pi-i' I&I got be exhiust&d_irior tothe tionstruotion f w1 levels, because @iI s o 
an49 lUq(yA.&S~ if vCoI. 
Then {A-: q < ol) is a Susl~n tree. For if there were an uI-branch then, by the 
non-trivial forking at successor stages that was built into the construction, there 
woulcl be an independent set in G of size ol, violating aG = O. The other 
propeties of a tree arc clear. 
The proof of Theorem 2.2 yields much more information. If X is the subset of 
V(G) corresponding to the. tree and D consists of aU discarded vertices, then 
V(G) = X 11 D, for if a is in V(G)- (XU D) then {x E X: a e N(x)} would be an 
uncountable chain. Moreover, /Xl = o1 and @Ds o1 since D is a u&n of w1 
subgraphs each of which is coverable in countably many compete subgraphs. Thus 
8G = tit. This observation, generalized to farger cardinals, yields the following, 
which is stated in [6] for tria,ngulated graphs with latG = a), assuming the Con- 
tinuu,n Hyb”thesis. 
‘Remark 2.4. If arG = R is finite then the construction in the proof of Theorem 2.2 
terminates in one step if A0 is chosen to have size n. This yields that 8G s 
(;+=(“;I). 
It is a1s0 evident from the proof of Theorem 2.2 that Suslin trees are essentially 
ok a: only examples of et -inlperfcct trianguki ed graphs. 
'I'%3 theomn can be used to show that one direction of kov&z”s perfect graph 
he~rena i3 walid An 
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2.6. If G htzs no chordless 4-cycle and G is x-perfect then G is a-perfect. 
“I 5 
= K < 6GY and K is infinite then by Theorem 
&!$#&& &‘XS v-such that GX is the comparability graph of a ASuslin tree. 
;\$jt.&en:&G, ‘t KC u+ i xG’ contradicting l:he assumption that G is x-perfect. 
if &I& hSir ‘is finite, ‘then for any finite X s Y, Gx is x-perfect and, by Lov6tsz’s 
theorem, & is a-perfect. Since CUG, G n, this yields that eGX s n and so, by 
Theorem 1.3, 813, = n. 
The method of proof of Theorem 2.2 combined with the K&rig infinity lemma 
(every infinite tree whose levels are finite has an infinite path) easily yields the 
theorem that if G has no chordless 4-cycle and aG = o then G has an infinite 
independent set, a fact proved for triangulated graphs by Hajnal and Suranyi in 
[6]. Is a always attained for such graphs? One can show that if K is singular and G 
has no chordless cl-cycle and aG = K then G has an independent set of size K. 
This follows by the method of prooS of Theorem 2.2 from the corresponding 
statement about trees, which is well-known and can be proved by induction on the 
height of the tree. But if K is a regular limit (i.e., weakly inaccessible) cardinal and 
G is the comparability graph of a K-Suslin tree then G has no chordless 4-cycle, 
G has no independent set of size K, and aG = K (for if aG < K then, by Theorem 
2.3 8G < K violating the regularity of K since all complete subgraphs have size less 
than K). Arguments similar to those in Theorem 2.2 yield the following, which 
shows th& this phenomenon cannot occur unless a K-Suslin tree exists. 
Theorem 3.1. The following are equivalent: 
(a) K is wea& inaccessible and a K-&.din tree exists, 
(b) there is a graph G with no chordless 4-cycle such that aG = K and G has no 
indqendent set o-f size K. 
4. Mastin’s axbm and x-perfect triangulated graphs 
If G is the corrp+arability graph of the tree whose nodes consist of all 
one-to-one functions f*om a countable ordinal into w and which is orderecl by 
f” g iff the domain of f is contained in the domain of g and f and g agree on 
their common domain, then lGl= 2”, G is a-perfect, and (WC = o c w1 = xG. This 
construction is due to R. Laver and proofs of the properties of G may be found in 
[I, Section 4.1). Baumgarner, et al. [2] proved that it is consistent with ZFC that 
2” > q and that all gr;a are co ara ity graphs of trees and sue 
that WC = o and 1 1 -C 2” are X-perfect. In fact, they slhow that the assertion 
Using the f;zct’tl& lar ~riangulated@=a@& 0 w& cuG = o, o! is attained, one sees ‘. * 
that ‘IElheq~e& li4 ‘cati he. strenghetie$ ‘;tT& if G is &q#ated and 0 has no 
in&& inc$q~$*de~~t set ILh&i 0 ‘is pG$e&. can &a as~&~og~us statement for 
wtiple:lte ‘&&$q.~h& be pr&e’d? Le., if“% is trian,guMed and C has no infinite 
wmplct~ &bgr&h, is G perfed? Note that by Theorem 4.1 ii is consistent hat 
this ass;ertion is true for graphs of size oI. 
We lare g kateful to F. Galvin for some valuable remarks coacerniing an earlier 
yersioe\ of tllis paper, 
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